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WHERE WE ARE 

 

• We are skipping assignments 5 and 6. You will receive full credit for them. 

• Assignment 7 has been posted and is due April 15. 

• The final examination will be due WEDNESDAY, May 2. 

• I have posted suggested answers to the questions on the midterm examination on 

the course website. 

 

REVIEW FROM LAST WEEK 

 

• Modern organizations run on information systems that support their business 

processes. 

• “Stovepipe” applications should be avoided because they run on their own 

dedicated databases. 

• It is better if the entire organization can run on an enterprise system that shares 

ONE database; such that the modules/applications in the enterprise systems each 

share the same database, managed by a database management system, such as 

Oracle. 

• Knowledge management (KM) is different from information management and 

depends upon social networks rather than computer networks. 

• As the capacities of artificial intelligence increase, the distinction between the 

management of information systems (MIS) and knowledge management (KM) 

will become less distinct as computer systems reach up into the domain of 

knowledge and increasingly make autonomous decisions.  

 

 
 



DATABASES ARE THE FOUNDATION OF ALL MIS STSTEMS.  Without databases 

you cannot aggregate up into information and knowledge. 

 

Data is not contained within application software.  APPLICATIONS "talk to" database 

management systems both to UPDATE data and to READ data when needed. 

 

In other words, data is moved out of PRIMARY STORAGE and placed in 

SECONDARY STORAGE. A database serves to PERSIST values in a structured format. 

For there to be a database there must be a DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

(DBMS), which is specialized software like Microsoft Access or Oracle. The DBMS 

usually runs on its own server -- usually on tier 3 of a three-tier network system. 

 

DBMSs need to MANAGE CONCURRENCY in network applications.  No two 

applications can be allow to have WRITE ACCESS to the same part of the same database 

at the same time. 

 

Microsoft Excel IS NOT a database management system! (DBMS) 

A database is not the same as a spreadsheet. 

 

Databases are designed (differently to support different kinds of application software. 

The two major kinds of organizational software applications are OLTP and OLAP. The 

database that supports an OLTP system is a relational database and is highly normalized 

in order to promote EASE OF UPDATE. These databases are HIGHLY VOLATILE, 

meaning that they change almost constantly. The database that supports an OLAP 

application (decision support system drawing upon historic data) is a DIMENSIONAL 

database and it designed to support PERFORMANCE. Data warehouses are huge and if 

they were not designed for performance they could take days (literally) to produce a 

response to a query.  

 

OLTP systems support business processes 

• The database that supports an OLTP applications is 

• Small 

• Contains only current data 

• Changes frequently 

• Is designed so it can be updated quickly. 

 

OLAP system support strategic decision making 

• Sometimes called DATA WAREHOUSES 

• Is HUGE 

• Contains historic data 

• Once in, the data does not change 

• Is designed for PERFORMANCE 

 

MODERN DATABASES ARE CALLED "RELATIONAL" DATABASES.  The 

relational way of doing this is much better than the old "flat file" approach used many 

years ago. 



 

Problems with the "flat file" approach (also called file processing systems) to databases. 

 

• underlying problem is (unnecessary) redundant storage of the same data multiple 

times  

• waste of data entry time  

• waste of storage space  

• waste of CPU cycles every time the database is backed up  

• internal inconsistency  

• update anomalies (one change has to be made in many places)  

• deletion anomalies (you delete something and loose other things as a 

consequence)  

• if you have multiple applications sharing same data, a change in the data structure 

will require all the applications to be modified  

 

Example of a flat file "database:" 

 

Invoice 

Number 

Invoice 

Date 

Sales 

Person 

Name 

Sales 

Person 

Phone 

Produce 

Number 

Product 

Name 

Customer 

Name 

Shipper 

Name 

114 12/19/2003 Alice 

Smith 

222-

2323 

84 desk Ben Nice Allen 

Lines 

114 12/19/2003 Alice 

Smith 

222-

2323 

88 chair Ben Nice Trucks 

R Us 

115 12/22/2003 Jim 

Hill 

123-

9898 

84 desk Jack 

Miles 

Allen 

Lines 

 

 

The better approach is to have some specialized software "between" applications and data 

and let the programmer just "write to the interface" of that specialized software.  That 

software is known as a DBMS (database management system).  Examples are Oracle, 

Access, MySQL, and SQL Server. 

 

Relational databases were discovered by Dr. E. F. Codd in about 1970.   

 

Instead of one big flat file there are many tables, and relationships between some of them. 

 

An ERD (entity-relationship diagram) is a visual model of either a business environment 

or an existing relational database.   

 

An analysis ERD is a reflection of the business domain.  "Many to many" relationships 

are okay. 

 

A design ERD is increasingly a representation of the relational database.  "Many to 

many" relationships cannot be implemented directly.  Decisions must be made about 

normalization, indexes, security, and other considerations. 



 

CLASS EXERCISE 

 

Identify prospective entities in the following domain description and draw a preliminary 

analysis ERD using Chen notation or a similar common notation.  You are beginning to 

design a database to support one or more applications to automate one or more business 

processes at East Apartment Complex.  Document your assumptions, but don't just solve 

all your problems by making simple assumptions.  Identify needs to get additional 

information about the business domain you are modeling.   

 

East Apartment Complex includes five buildings which contain a total of 42 apartments.  

A tenet is a person who signs a lease for one or more apartments and is responsible to pay 

the rent and be responsible for the condition of the apartment.  If a tenet has a pet he or 

she is required to register the pet.  Tenets are also required to register their vehicles.  A 

tenet can have only one pet but can register several vehicles.  A tenet can also lease a 

garage, but is not required to do so.  If two or more roommates share an apartment each 

one of them is required to sign the lease as a tenet.  Some apartments are furnished and 

others are not furnished.   

 

BE CLEAR ON THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN ENTITIES AND ATTRIBUTES. If 

"vehicle" is the entity the attributes include, year, make, model, condition, color, and so 

forth.  ENTITIES BECOME TABLES in a relational database. ATTRIBUTES become 

the columns in a table. 

 

Are the following examples of entities or of attributes of entities? 

 

Apartment _________________________________________ 

 

Account _________________________________________ 

 

Balance _________________________________________ 

 

Condition _________________________________________ 

 

First name _________________________________________ 

 

Age  _________________________________________ 

 

Mileage _________________________________________ 

 

MORE THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT RELATIONAL DATABASES 

 

The purpose of a primary key field is to be the unique identifier of rows in that table. 

 

The purpose of a foreign key field is to hold relationships with rows in another table.  

The value of a primary key "points back" to a row in another table. 



 

Owner  

 

ownerid (PK) Name Telephone 

1 Fred Flintstone 627-1555 

2 Wilma Flintstone 627-1555 

3 Barney Rubble 627-8664 

 

 

Vehicle 

 

vehicleid (PK) ownerid (FK) tag 

1 3 BR 7112 

2 2 BR 8694 

3 2 BR 7221 

Based on the two related tables "above," which owner is the vehicle with tag BR 7112 

associated with? ____________________________  Why? 

 

Based on the two related tables "above," which vehicles are associated with Wilma 

Flintstone? ____________________  ___________________ Why? 

 

What can we conclude about Fred Flintstone from the tables "above?" 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

The foreign key field always goes on the "many" side of a one-to-many relationship 

between two entities. 

 

SQL (structured query language) is the way database professionals write their queries to 

be answered by a relational database management system. 

 

 
   

Each entity becomes a table in the relational database. 

A Primary Key is used to assure that each row is unique. 

The purpose of Foreign Keys is to hold relationships between rows in each of two tables. 

  

The foreign key field ALWAYS GOES ON THE "MANY" SIDE OF A one-to-many 

relationship. 

 

Structured query language is the way application software "talks to" a RDBMS. 



 

 

 
 

You need to understand OBJECT NOTATION in order to interpret or write an SQL 

query. For example, "patient.name" refers to the "name" column in the "patient" table. 

 

Please use this resource to practice your SQL queries. 

http://www.robertcat.net/callingallpets/default.aspx    

 

An example of object notation is pet.species, where "pet" is the table name and "species" 

is the column name.  What are the likely VALUES of species? 

 

An SQL query is a specification of a virtual table you want back as the answer to the 

question. 

 

SELECT -- specifies the columns you want back. 

FROM -- has to do with the tables necessary and how their are joined together in the 

relational database 

WHERE -- the CRITERIA -- specifies the rows you want back from the query 

 

1) How many columns will there be in the table produced by the following query? 

 

 SELECT patient.name, patient.city, patient.state 

 FROM patient 

 WHERE patient.state = "GA" 

 

2) How many base tables are required to process the following query? 

 

 SELECT patient.name, patient.city, patient.state 

 FROM patient 

 WHERE patient.state = "GA" 

 

Practice with this http://www.robertcat.net/callingallpets/default.aspx until you can write 

simple queries in SQL such as, "show me the Henry's pets;" and, "show me only the 

name and weight of all the rabbits."  

 

http://www.robertcat.net/callingallpets/default.aspx
http://www.robertcat.net/callingallpets/default.aspx

